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ABSTRACT 

Various techniques have been applied to center pillar to enhance collision characteristics during side 

crash. Among these techniques, the patchwork (PW) was welded to center pillar to strengthen the 

stiffness and partial softening (PS) was applied to provide ductility. Side crash test was conducted by 

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) to evaluate collision resistance. But it is hard to evaluate 

collision toughness and energy distribution flow for each automobile component. In this study, the side 

crash simulation was performed along with IIHS instruction. The effect of Hot Press Forming (HPF) 

center pillar with the combination techniques of PW and PS on collision toughness and energy 

distribution flow was investigated. As a results, the role of PW and PS techniques were verified during 

side crash. The strain energy and intrusion displacement by PW were improved 10, 7.5 % respectively 

and the plastic deformation energy and intrusion displacement by PS were improved 10 %. When PW and 

PS were applied to the HPF center pillar simultaneously, the synergy effect of PW and PS occurred. 

Introduction 

Due to demanding global environmental concern, the automobile industry has become increasingly 

interested in fuel efficiency and the weight reduction. As the demand for the technological development to 

achieve high performance and high fuel efficiency increases, the research on applying Advanced High 

Strength Steel (AHSS) to automobile components has progressed1-4.  

To enhance stiffness and strength of automobile component, Hot Press Forming (HPF) process has been 

introduced. In the HPF, the blank is heated to a high temperature to create an austenitic phase and then 

cooled rapidly in the forming dies to form martensite phase5,6.  

However, hot stamped parts are used restrictively in automobile components requiring collision 

absorption because of their low elongation. For example, in the case of a side crash, B-pillar, which was 

called as center pillar, is the one of the important automobile components for passenger’s safety. During 

the side crash impact, the center pillar needs the ductility to absorb the collision energy and the stiffness to 

improve intrusion resistance. There much research on center pillar with alternative materials7-9 or post 

tempering process to obtain tailor properties10,11. 



Nowadays, because of productivity and manufacturing cost, the patchwork (PW) and partial softening 

(PS) technique were famous and used as effective applications for center pillar to improve collision 

characteristics in the automobile industry.  

To improve intrusion resistance with increasing stiffness of automobile component, the PW was attached 

to a center pillar to achieve reinforced structural stiffness. The formality of laser welded patchwork blank 

was investigated by Lamprecht and Geiger12,13. The spot weld conditions to attach PW to HPF parts was 

optimized by Ahmad et al.14. Chengxi et al.15 studied to improve mechanical properties of B pillar with PW 

and predict the temperature distribution through FE simulation.  

To improve energy absorption with increasing ductility of automobile component, PS have been 

performed. To obtain tailored mechanical properties of 22MnB5, Banik et al.16 controlled die quenching 

speed. The damage value and tailored temperature with forming limit diagram were evaluated by Ota et 

al.17. Bok et al.18 performed simulation to predict the microstructure and mechanical properties of B pillar 

and compared to experiment result. Kim et al.19 manufactured the B pillar using partial strengthening 

method with minimal shape change. Recently, M. S. Lee et al.20 manufactured the HPF center pillar with 

PW and PS by controlling the cooling rate and conducted drop weight experiment experimentally and 

numerically. 

However, above researches were just manufacture process and it is hard to evaluate collision toughness and 

energy distribution flow for each automobile component. There are few research on side crash test to 

evaluate effect of PW and PS on collision toughness and energy distributions. In this study, the PW and PS 

techniques were applied to HPF center pillar to improve stiffness and ductility and drop weight test was 

conducted and compared to simulation for confirming the validation of results. Then, the effect of 

combination technique using PW and PS on energy distribution flows and intrusion resistance were 

investigated through side crash simulation along with IIHS instruction. 

Results and discussions 

Comparison of impulse between experiment and simulation. Figure 1 compares the 

experimental and simulation results after the collision test for the HPF center pillar with PW and PS. Figure 

1 (a) and Figure 1 (b) show the top and side views of the center pillar, respectively, between the experiment 

and the simulation. The figure shows that the deformation behaviors of the experiment and the simulation 

were similar. 

Figure 2 shows the comparison result of impactor load between experiment and simulation according to 

time. The maximum impact load of the experiment and simulation were 9.5 kN and 12.7 kN, respectively. 

The value of impulse and collision time between the experiment and simulation were 799 N·s, 0.165 s and 

787 N·s, 0.117 s, respectively. From above results, the validation of simulation and experiment was 

confirmed and these material sections of mechanical properties were used for side crash simulation. 



(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Comparison of the HPF center pillar with PW and PS after the drop weight test: (a) top and side 

view after the experiment (b) top and side view after the simulation. 

Figure 2. Comparison of the impactor load of the HPF center pillar with PW between the experiment and 

the simulation.

Side crash simulation. The first law of thermodynamics is the law of conservation of energy. In an 

isolated system, it indicates that the total energy remains constant even when the energy changes from one 

form to another. It can be converted into various types such as kinetic energy, potential energy, internal 

energy and friction dissipation energy in a automobile side impact. In general, most of the kinetic energy 

in a automobile crash causes a large change in internal energy due to elastic and plastic deformation. Total 

energy can be measured as the sum of several energies using the following Eq. (1):𝑬𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 =  𝑬𝒊 + 𝑬𝒌 + 𝑬𝒗 + 𝑬𝒇 +  𝑬𝒆                                                           (1) 

where 𝑬𝒊, 𝑬𝒌, 𝑬𝒗, 𝑬𝒇 and 𝑬𝒆 are internal energy, kinetic energy, viscous dissipation energy, friction 

dissipation energy and external work. 



Figure 3 shows the distribution of 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 during side crash time. The total energy is 142 kJ. First, the 

velocity of MDB decreased gradually by friction between ground and MDB before collision. The 𝐸𝑘 decreased sharply during the collision because the velocity of the MDB decreases, while the 𝐸𝑖 increased 

by plastic, elastic deformation and 𝐸𝑣 increased to 5.8 kJ by material damping. During collision time, other 

energies increased but total energies were maintained. For example, when the collision time was 0.0385 

sec, the 𝐸𝑖.𝑀𝐷𝐵, 𝐸𝑖.𝑆𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑛, 𝐸𝑘, 𝐸𝑣 and 𝐸𝑓 were 45.1 kJ, 45.7 kJ, 45.4 kJ, 2.9 kJ and 5.9 kJ, respectively as 

shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). The value of 𝐸𝑒 is 0 kJ because the external work has not been done. 

Figure 3 (c) shows the percentage of energy at t = 0.071 sec when MDB velocity is about 0 m/s. The 𝐸𝑖.𝑀𝐷𝐵 was 82.5 kJ and this energy occupied 58.1 % of the total energy. This means that the 58.1 % of total 

energy (142 kJ) was absorbed to MDB during side crash. On the other hand, the sum of 𝐸𝑖.𝑆𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑛 by doors, 

automobile body and other frames were 44.6 kJ and among these energies, the 5.4 kJ energy was absorbed 

to center pillar and PW. Following above data, the center pillar and PW took 12 % of the sedan internal 

energy. In this study, the center pillar inner part was not included. If the center pillar inner part had been 

included, the center pillar such as center pillar outer, inner and PW could be expected to take 15~18% of 

the internal energy. The effect of PW and PS on energy distribution and intrusion resistance was 

investigated following as below. 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 3. Energy conversion during side crash: (a) flow of energy distribution at t = 0.0385 s, (b) 

distribution of energies according to collision time, (c) distribution of energy conversion at t = 0.071 s.

Figure 4 shows the elastic strain energy (𝐸𝑒𝑠) of the four kinds of the center pillar (HPF, HPF with PW, 

HPF with PS, HPF with PW and PS) during side crash. For the HPF center pillar, the maximum 𝐸𝑒𝑠 was 

0.851 kJ at collision time (t) = 0.064 s and then 𝐸𝑒𝑠 decreased to 0.30 kJ after collision because of elastic 



recovery. When the PW was applied to the HPF center pillar, the maximum 𝐸𝑒𝑠 increased to 0.928 kJ at t 

= 0.056 s. Because the rigidity of the HPF center pillar with PW increased, the absorption of elastic energy 

improved significantly. However, for the HPF center pillar with PS, the maximum 𝐸𝑒𝑠 decreased to 0.655 

kJ at t = 0.061 s than HPF. When the PS was applied to the bottom region of the HPF center pillar, because 

the stiffness of HPF center pillar with PS decreased, the absorbed energy decreased in terms of elastic 

deformation. 

Figure 5 shows the maximum 𝐸𝑒𝑠  according to four types of the center pillar to evaluate energy 

absorption of PW and PS in detail. The 𝐸𝑒𝑠 of HPF center pillar with PW was 0.1 kJ and this was occupied 

by 10 % of total HPF center pillar with PW. While, the 𝐸𝑒𝑠 of HPF center pillar with PS decreased to 

0.655~0.660 regardless of having PW. 

Figure 4. Elastic strain energy (𝐸𝑒𝑠) of the four kinds of the center pillar during side crash.

Figure 5. Maximum elastic strain energy (𝐸𝑒𝑠) according to four types of the center pillar.

Figure 6 shows the plastic deformation energy (𝐸𝑝) of the four kinds of the center pillar during side 

crash. For the HPF center pillar, the 𝐸𝑝 increased to 4.538 kJ during deformation. The 𝐸𝑝 was maintained 

after collision and this energy differed from the 𝐸𝑒𝑠 because permanent deformation occurred. For the HPF 



center pillar with PS, the 𝐸𝑝 increased to 4.998 kJ at 0.1 s. The 𝐸𝑝 of the HPF center pillar with PS was 

higher than that of the HPF center pillar. When the PS was applied to HPF center pillar, a large deformation 

occurred at soft bottom region of center pillar because of the ductility. As a result, the absorbed energy 

improved 9.3 %.  However, there was no difference in absorbed energy between the HPF center pillar and 

HPF center pillar with PW in terms of plastic deformation. 

Figure 7 shows the maximum 𝐸𝑝 according to four types of center pillar. For the HPF center pillar with 

PS and HPF center pillar with PW and PS, the 2.52~2.54 kJ of 𝐸𝑝 was absorbed at the PS region, which 

was the bottom region of the center pillar. In terms of plastic deformation, the effect of PW was little unlike 

the elastic strain energy, while, the 𝐸𝑝 of the PS region was occupied by 49.8~50.9 % among total plastic 

deformation energy between the HPF center pillar with PS and HPF center pillar with PW and PS. 

Figure 6. Plastic deformation energy (𝐸𝑝) of the four kinds of the center pillar during side crash. 

Figure 7. Maximum plastic deformation energy (𝐸𝑝) according to four types of the center pillar.



Figure 8 shows the internal energy (𝐸𝑖) of the four kinds of the center pillar during side crash. The total 

internal energy resulting from a collision consists of several energies and can be expressed by the following 

Eq. (2): 𝑬𝒊 = 𝑬𝒆𝒔 +𝑬𝒑 + 𝑬𝒂 + 𝑬𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒔 (2)

where 𝑬𝒊 is the internal energy, 𝑬𝒆𝒔 is the elastic strain energy, 𝑬𝒑 is the plastic deformation energy, 𝑬𝒂 is the artificial strain energy, and 𝑬𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓 is the energy dissipated by creep, viscoelasticity and 

swelling.

Generally, 𝐸𝑒𝑠 and 𝐸𝑝 are the dominant factors of 𝐸𝑖 during collision and other energies are relatively 

small. Therefore, in this study, the internal energy was expressed as the sum of 𝐸𝑒𝑠 and 𝐸𝑝 excluding other 

types of energy such as viscoelasticity, friction, and creep energy. In terms of internal energy, when the PS 

technique was applied to the HPF center pillar, there was a slight difference in the absorbed energy. 

However, the synergy effect occurred when the PW and PS were applied to the HPF center pillar, and a 

large amount of energy was absorbed as shown in Fig. 8. 

Figure 9 (a) shows the maximum internal energy according to four types of the center pillars. As shown 

in Fig. 9 (a), it can be confirmed that there is almost no difference in the plastic deformation energy between 

the HPF center pillar with and without PW. The PW was welded on the upper part of the HPF center pillar 

to increase the stiffness, but the impact region is applied from the middle to the bottom as shown in Fig. 9 

(b). Therefore, small deformation occurred in the PW. Likewise, for comparison between the HPF center 

pillar with PS and the HPF center pillar with PW and PS, there were also similar phenomena in the absorbed 

plastic deformation energy. From the above results, it is necessary to review whether the PS technology is 

applied in light of the relationship between technical performance and manufacturing cost. 

Figure 8. Internal energy (𝐸𝑖) of the four kinds of the center pillar during side crash. 



(a) (b) 

Figure 9. (a) maximum internal energy (𝐸𝑖) according to four types of the center pillar and (b) stress 

distribution of center pillar during collision.

During a side crash, a large amount of absorbed energy is important. However, if the material is soft and 

a large deformation occurs, the intrusion displacement increases and the passenger will be in danger. 

Therefore, it is important to evaluate intrusion displacement for passenger safety as well as collision energy 

absorption. 

As shown in Fig. 10 (a), because the both center pillar and MDB were deformed during collision, the 

maximum intrusion displacement was calculated by Eq. (3): 𝒅𝒎𝒂𝒙.𝒊 = 𝒅𝒎𝒂𝒙.𝑫𝑴𝑩(𝒕) − 𝑳𝒃                                                                               (3) 

where 𝒅𝒎𝒂𝒙.𝑫𝑴𝑩 is the maximum displacement of DBM and 𝑳𝒃 is the barrier length.  

The evaluation method for the anti-intrusion resistance was introduced in IIHS instruction. The center 

pillar has primarily performance related to anti-intrusion resistance against side impact. In the IIHS rating 

protocol21, the center line of vehicle’s seat was generally standard of the measured intrusion displacement 

as shown in Fig. 10 (b), with categories of good, acceptable, marginal and poor22, 23. In this study, multi 

structure such as automobile seat, dummy and windows were not considered so that the maximum intrusion 

of HPF center pillar with PW was used as the acceptable distance with acceptable level. As shown in Fig. 

10 (b), the maximum intrusion displacement of the HPF center pillar and the HPF center pillar with PW 

were -134.0 mm and -123.9 mm, respectively. When the stiffness of the upper part was strengthened with 

PW, the safety for the intrusion displacement was also improved by 7.5%. Likewise, in case of the HPF 

center pillar with PS, the maximum intrusion displacement was -123.1 mm. this result was similar with 

HPF center pillar with PW. On the other hand, the maximum intrusion displacement of the HPF center 

pillar with PW and PS was -116.1 mm, which was improved than HPF center pillar by 13.4 %. When the 

PW and PS were combined, the synergy effect occurred. 



(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) introduction, (b) simulation data for intrusion displacement (di) of the four kinds of the 

center pillar.

Methods  

Materials. Figures 11 (a) shows that the function of center pillar during a side crash. Generally, the HPF 

center pillar has a low elongation with less than 5 % so that collision toughness is not satisfied. In addition, 

the stiffness of center pillar at top region is not sufficient against intrusion resistance. The PS technique 

provide the ductility to HPF center pillar and the PW strengthen the stiffness of HPF center pillar to improve 

collision characteristics such as energy absorption and intrusion resistance.  

In this study, 22MnB5 boron steel sheet was used for the HPF center pillar and PW. The PS region was 

controlled by cartridge heater during manufacturing HPF center pillar20. Table 1 shows Material properties 

of 22MnB5 (HPF) and 22MnB5 (PS). The thickness of HPF center pillar and PW were both 1.2 mm. To 

evaluate the effect of PW and PS on energy distribution and intrusion resistance, the side crash simulation 

was performed with four kinds of the center pillar was used as show in Fig.11 (b).

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. (a) Function of center pillar during a side crash (b) four kinds of the center pillar



Material 
Tensile strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation  

(%) 

Elastic modulus 

(GPa) 

Vickers hardness 

(HV) 

22MnB5 (HPF) 1500 5 210 440 

22MnB5 (PS) 715 11~13 210 225 

Table 1. Material properties of 22MnB5 (HPF) and 22MnB5 (PS).

Drop weight test and simulation. FE simulation for drop weight test was performed using 

ABAQUS/explicit software. Figures 12 shows the geometry modeling and welding constraints between 

HPF center pillar and PW. The fine mesh was defined at impact region and rough mesh was defined at other 

region to reduce computation time. The element type of center pillar and weld nodes were S4 and CNN3D2 

respectively. The PW was welded to HPF center pillar with 1200 x 440 x 51.5 mm dimension. As shown 

in Fig. 12 (b), the master weld node was defined on the element of center pillar and the slave weld node 

was defined on the element of PW. The mater and slave weld nodes were bonded and attachment method 

for the welding connector was point to point. The damage criterion and damage evolution of weld 

constraints were not applied, because the fracture at weld point didn’t occurred. The detail conditions of 

weld condition for FE simulation was listed in Table 2. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Center pillar and PW: (a) geometry and mesh, (b) weld constraints.

Attachment method Additional mass (kg) Spot radius (mm) Degrees of freedom 

point - to - point 0 3 0 

Table 2. Spot weld conditions for FE simulation.

Figure 13 shows the simulation and experimental apparatus for the drop weight test. The center pillar 

was fixed by clamp as shown in Fig. 13 (a). The drop height was from center pillar to 610 mm and load cell 

was attached to impactor with a weight of 160 kg. The drop weight simulation was also performed to 

compare with experiment data. The impactor velocity was 3.450 m/s before collision. The 6 degrees of 

freedom of the center pillar were fixed at the zig region by clamp. The friction coefficient between the 



center pillar and impactor was 0.1. The collision time was 0.18 s. The detailed boundary conditions for the 

drop weight test are listed in Table 3. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Boundary conditions for drop weight test: (a) experiment, (b) simulation.

Impactor 

Mass (kg) 

Collision 

Time (s) 

Impactor  

velocity 

(m/s) 

Drop  

height 

(mm) 

Initial 

potential 

Energy (J) 

Friction 

coefficient 

between front 

bumper beam 

and impactor 

160 0.18 3.45 610 956 0.1 

Table 3. Boundary conditions of simulation for the drop weight test.

Side crash simulation. The Moving Deformation Barrier (MDB) was modeled for side crash 

simulation as following with IIHS. Figure 14 shows the geometry modeling of MDB with 450 x 1000 x 

650 mm. The MDB consists of two parts: a main honeycomb block and aluminum sheet used as cover layer. 

Both two parts were adhesively bonded to each other. The main honeycomb block which was hexagonal 

shape with cell size of 22 mm was made Al5052 foil. The foil thickness was 0.05 mm and crush strength 

of 31 MPa. The detailed material properties of MDB was listed in Table. The weight of MDB was 1,360 

kg ± 5kg with deformable element and the center of mass was 1000 mm from front deformable element as 

shown in Fig.4 The MDB roll (Ix), pitch (Iy) and yaw (Iz) moments of inertia were 542 kg·m2, 2471 kg·m2, 

and 2,757 kg·m2, respectively24. 

Figure 15 shows the geometry modeling and material section of the automobile and pillars. The 

simulated parts had the same dimensions of automobile was 4580 x 1820 x 1250 mm. As the actual 

automobile, specifically, the shell model was used and the element type was set to S4 to reduce the hourglass 

effect and measure absorbed energy in detail. Because the shape of the automobile was complex, curved, 

and had many holes, the automobile part was meshed using a bottom up mesh technique. The collision 

region was finely meshed, while regions away from the collision area were roughly meshed. The thickness 

of center pillars outer and reinforcement, doors and other frames were 1.2 mm, 1.2 mm and 2.0 mm, 

respectively. The multi materials were used to design sedan. The material section of center pillar, 

patchwork, frame and other parts were HPF with PS, HPF, DP590 and CR420 (mild steel), respectively. 



Figure 14. Geometry modeling of MDB for side crash simulation.

Figure 15. Geometry and material sections of the sedan for side crash test.

Figure 16 shows a schematic diagram of the side crash test. Side crash tests is a stationary vehicle test 

that evaluates the impact characteristics when an impactor equipped with an MDB collides with the side 

region of a stopped vehicle according to IIHS regulation. The impactor with MDB has a collision velocity 

of 50 km/h (13.8 m/s) and hits the stopped vehicle at a 90 degree angle as shown in Fig.16. The mass of the 

sedan and impactor with MDB were 1420 and 1360 kg, respectively. The 6 degrees of freedom of the 

stopped vehicle were fixed on the ground. The friction coefficient between the ground and impactor’s wheel 

was 0.1. The collision time was 0.1 s. Since the opposite side of the collision zone would not be deformed, 

the half body of the stopped vehicle (Sedan) was selected as a rigid body in order to reduce the analysis 

time. The detailed side crash conditions are given in Table 4. Mass scaling was not used, and the stable 

time increment size was 1.67821E-8 s. 



Figure 16. Boundary conditions for side crash simulation.

Sedan 

Mass (kg) 

MDB 

mass (kg) 

Collision  

time 

(sec) 

Impactor 

velocity 

(m/s) 

Initial kinetic 

Energy (kJ) 

Friction 

coefficient 

between ground 

and vehicle 

1420 1500 0.1 13.8 142 0.1 

Table 4. Collision conditions of simulation for side crash.

Energy absorption method. In the side crash simulation, the various energies such as elastic, plastic, 

kinetic, friction and viscoelastic energy were transformed by deformation during collision. Among these 

energies, the absorbed energy by deformation was experimentally calculated using load- displacement data 

as follow Eq. (4)25: 𝑬𝒂𝒃 =  ∫ 𝑭(𝒙)
𝒔𝟎 𝒅𝒙                                                                 (4) 

where 𝑬𝒂𝒃, s and F are absorbed energy, the crash displacement and impulsive force, respectively.  

The specific energy absorption (SEA) was obtained by Eq. (5): 𝐒𝐄𝐀 =  
𝑬𝒂𝑴                                                                                          (5) 

where M, 𝑬𝒂 are total mass and absorbed energy.  

When the SEA is a high value, this means energy absorption capability is high. However, this is not an 

exactly but approximate estimation method. This method cannot determine elastic and plastic deformation 

energy. 

 In this study, to calculate the accurate absorbed energy such as elastic and plastic dissipated energies 

and analysis the distribution of energy flow in the time domain, the integrating the stress-strain curve data 

per unit element volume were used. 

Figure 17 shows the meshed shell with S4 element type to calculate the energy variable data accurately 

and avoid the hourglass effect. As shown in Fig. 17 (a), the shell element has 4 point, which are inside mid-

surface, in contrast with solid element type. Because the mid-surface was used for analysis, the change of 

shell thickness was not visually expressed and the strain of thickness direction of shell element was 

calculated as Eq. (6): 



𝜺𝟑𝟑 =
𝝂𝟏−𝝂 (𝜺𝟏𝟏 +  𝜺𝟐𝟐)                                                                       (6)

Treating these as logarithmic strains, 

𝐥𝐧 𝒕𝒕𝒐 =  − 𝝂𝟏−𝝂 𝐥𝐧 (𝒍𝟎𝒍 ) = − 𝝂𝟏−𝝂 𝐥𝐧 ( 𝑨𝑨𝒐)                                              (7) 

where l, t, ν, and A are the element length, thickness, Poisson’s ratio, and area on the shell’s 
reference surface, respectively.  

The change of shell thickness was leads to the following Eq. (8) 

𝒕𝒕𝒐 = ( 𝑨𝑨𝒐)(− 𝝂𝟏−𝝂)
(8) 

From above equations, the element volume of each mesh can be measured by Eq. (9) after deformation. 

𝑽𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 = 𝑨𝒕𝒐 ( 𝑨𝑨𝒐)(− 𝝂𝟏−𝝂)
                                                                              (9) 

The stress–strain curve describing the calculation of absorbed energy per element volume during 

deformation is shown in Fig. 17 (b) and (c). 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 17. Shell element and energy absorption of stress–strain curve per element volume: (a) element 

deformation, (b) elastic strain energy and (c) plastic deformation energy.

As shown in Fig. 17 (b) and (c), the specific elastic and plastic deformation energies are measured by 

Eq. (10) and (11): ∆𝑬𝒆𝒔 =  
𝟏𝟐 ( 𝝈𝑵𝒆𝒘)∆𝜺𝒆𝒔∆𝑽                                                                                (10) 

∆𝑬𝒑 =  
𝟏𝟐 ( 𝝈𝑶𝒍𝒅 + 𝝈𝑵𝒆𝒘)∆𝜺𝒑∆𝑽                                                                   (11) 



where ∆𝝈𝒊, 𝝈𝑵𝒆𝒘, 𝝈𝑶𝒍𝒅,  𝝈𝒖, and ∆𝑽 are the stress increment, new stress, previous stress, user-

defined equation stress, and specific element volume, respectively.  

The internal energy can be expressed by integrating Eq. (12): 

𝑬𝑰 = ∫ (∫ 𝝈𝒖: �̇�𝑽 𝒅𝑽𝒕𝒐 )𝒅𝒕                                                                             (12) 

Then, 𝜀̇ = 𝜀̇𝑒𝑠 + 𝜀̇𝑝 + 𝜀̇𝑐, and 𝐸𝐼 can be separated as in Eq. (13): 

𝑬𝑰 = ∫ (∫ 𝝈𝒖: �̇�𝑽 𝒅𝑽)𝒕𝒐 𝒅𝒕 = ∫ (∫ 𝝈𝒖: �̇�𝒆𝒔𝑽 𝒅𝑽)𝒕𝒐 𝒅𝒕 + ∫ (∫ 𝝈𝒖: �̇�𝒑𝑽 𝒅𝑽)𝒕𝒐 𝒅𝒕 + ∫ (∫ 𝝈𝒖: �̇�𝒄𝑽 𝒅𝑽)𝒕𝒐 𝒅 = 𝑬𝒆𝒔 + 𝑬𝒑 + 𝑬𝒄  (13) 

where 𝜀̇𝑒𝑠, 𝜀̇𝑝, and 𝜀̇𝑐 are the elastic, plastic, and creep strain rates, respectively; 𝐸𝑒𝑠, 𝐸𝑝, and 𝐸𝑐 are the 

elastic, plastic, and creep strain energies, respectively.

The elastic strain energy (𝐸𝑒𝑠 ) results from linear deformation, whereas the energy dissipated by 

plasticity (𝐸𝑝) occurs when the permanent deformation of the meshed element begins. The elastic and 

plastic strain regions are linear and non-linear, respectively. The aforementioned energies are defined by 

Eq. (14) and (15): 

𝑬𝒆𝒔 = ∫ (∫ 𝝈𝒖: �̇�𝒆𝒔𝑽 𝒅𝑽𝒕𝒐 )𝒅𝒕 = ∑ ∑ 𝟏𝟐𝝈𝒊𝜺𝒊∆𝑽𝒊𝒏𝒊=𝟏𝒕                                                            (14) 

𝑬𝒑 = ∫ (∫ 𝝈𝒖: �̇�𝒑𝑽 𝒅𝑽𝒕𝒐 )𝒅𝒕                                                                                    (15) 

where V and E are the volume and elastic modulus, respectively.

In this study, element set of PW, PS and MDB were selected as shown in Fig. 18. The 𝐸𝑒𝑠 and 𝐸𝑝 of the 

four kinds of the center pillar were compared during side crash. This was because the elastic strain and 

plastic deformation energies account for most of the internal energy, which is known as the absorbed energy 

during collision. 𝐸𝑒𝑠 and 𝐸𝑝 of PS and PW were calculated with the above equation during the deformation 

of the element according to four types of the center pillar as shown in Fig. 1 (b). 

Figure 18. Energy distribution of center pillar and MDB.

In this study, the FLD for 22MnB5 (HPF, PS) that was obtained earlier was applied to obtain accurate 

data for the fracture mechanism 26. Because the sheet metal in the simulation is very thin, local necking 

could not be realized in the shell element. Forming limit curve data obtained through testing was applied to 



the simulation. The simulation then proceeded to predict the onset of necking instability in the sheet metal 

using the FLD curves of 22MnB5 (HPF) and 22MnB5 (PS) 27 in Abaqus/explicit.  

Conclusions 

In this study, when the side crash simulation performed, the effect of HPF center pillar with PW and PS on 

energy distribution and anti-intrusion resistance were investigated and the following conclusions were 

obtained: 

1. During side crash collision, the effect of PW for HPF center pillar on plastic deformation energy was 

little but important on elastic strain energy and intrusion resistance. When the PW was applied to HPF 

center pillar to strengthen the stiffness, the elastic strain energy and intrusion displacement were 10.0, 

7.5 % respectively. 

2. Because the PS technique provided ductility to the lower region of the HPF center pillar, the large 

deformation occurred and the plastic deformation energy was improved by 10 % significantly. The 𝐸𝑝 of the PS region was occupied by 49.8~50.9 % among plastic deformation energy of HPF center 

pillar with PS.  

3. In terms of total internal energy, the PS technique was better than PW technique. In addition, the 

maximum intrusion displacement of the HPF center pillar with PS was similar with the HPF center 

pillar with PW. In case of the HPF center pillar with PW and PS, the maximum intrusion displacement 

was improved than HPF center pillar by 13.4 %. The synergy effect of PW and PS occurred.  

Data availability 

The datasets generated during and/or analyzed during the current study are available from the corresponding 

author on reasonable request
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